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4. Abstract 
I 
I' 
A brief overview of lubrication and lubrication analysis is provided with emphasis on 
elastohydrodynamic lubrication and its history. Governing equations are derived for 
lubrication in the elastohydrodynamic regime and then a closed form solution method is 
developed for the case of a viscous, compressible lubricant. In particular, the derivation 
and solution of the governing equations yields a complicated mathematical formulation 
for minimum lubricant film thickness in an elastohydrodynamic contact. A discussion of 
the effects of an oil-refrigerant lubricant in an elastohydrodynamic contact follows. 
A method is presented for the solution of minimum lubricant film thickness in an 
elastohydrodynamic contact for two spheres or cylinders in moving contact, or for a 
sphere or a cylinder in moving contact with an undeforming flat surface. The presented 
method provides an elastic deformation equation that when coupled with the Reynolds 
equation yields a closed form solution for elastohydrodynamic film thickness in the exit 
• 
region. 
The calculation of such a closed form solution in two dimensions shows the 
complexity of the lubricant film thickness formulation. In general, there are seven 
unknown values to solve for. 
The assumption of incompressibility of a lubricant does not help in the extraction of 
any of the terms being solved for. A slight reduction in complexity will occur in the case 
of a sphere or cylinder in moving contact with an undeforming flat surface or where the 
materials and dimensions of two machine components in moving contact are the same. 
Few assumptions were made in arriving at a solution for the minimum lubricant film 
thickness and valuable suggestions are made for incorporating refrigerants in lubrication. 
The results presented are left for the reader to adapt to one's particular lubrication 
consideration. 
~ 
A comparison of the herein derived elastic deformation equation with test data 
shows acceptable correlation. For the particular test analyzed, the elastic deformation 
solution predicted a deformation height larger (by approximately 17%) than the actual 
measured deformation height. This overprediction is thought to be caused by the 
assumption that the elastic deformation in the exit region was described by~ a particular 
quadratic curve rather than by a more accurate method. 
When considering the addition of a refrigerant to the oil, a significant reduction in 
lubricant viscosity and also lubricant film thickness may be expected. The absorption of 
a refrigerant is generally shown to cause a decrease of 17% to 46% in lubricant film 
thickness depending on the amount of refrigerant absorbed by the oil. 
2 
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5. Introduction to Lubrication 
Lubrication begins as oil is trapped in the contact regions between rolling and/or 
sliding machine components. Under load the trapped oil generates a hydrodynamic film 
that separates the components. Since lubricant viscosity increases exponentially with 
pressure for most oils, the lubricant is able to maintain a continuous, elastic separating 
film under extremely high contact pressures. Under high contact loads, the difference in 
lubricant viscosity can be visualized as changing from that of room temperature sewing 
machine oil to that of cold asphalt. 
5.1 Regimes of Lubrication 
An adequate description of the lubrication spectrum is useful in establishing an 
appreciation for the design of lubricated components. The four regimes of lubrication are 
defined below and shown in Figure 1. 
Hydrodynamic Lubrication 
The lubricant film thickness is much larger than the surface irregularities and there 
is no deformation of the machine components. This regime has also been referred to in 
lubrication literature as the "thick-film" lubrication condition. 
Elastohydrodynamic Lubrication 
A hydrodynamic film is developed between the machine components and elastic 
deformation of the machine components occurs. The lubricant film thickness is often 
larger than the elastic deformations and larger than any surface irregularities. 
Mixed Lubrication 
"Mixed" also ·known as "quasi-hydrodynamic" or "microhydrodynamic" lubrication 
is governed by a mixture of boundary and elastohydrodynamic lubrication effects where 
some asperity contact occurs. This regime has also been referred to in lubrication 
literature as the "thin-film" lubrication condition . 
... 
. . 
Boundary Lubrication 
The sparsely lubricated condition in which there is considerable contact between the 
machine components and. the hydrodynamic effect of the lubricant is negligable. 
3 
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Boundary Lubrication Mixed Lubrication 
77/777/T// 777777 7777' 
Elastohydrodynamic Lubrication Hydrodynamic Lubrication 
Figure 1: The Four Regimes of Lubrication 
Both the elastohydrodynamic and hydrodynamic lubrication regimes are considered 
to be "fluid-film" lubrication regimes. Fluid-film lubrication is often referred to as the 
ideal lubricated contact condition. The important feature of fluid-film lubrication is that 
a complete lubricant film is developed between the machine components. 
5.2 Regimes of Fluid-film Lubrication 
Four regimes of fluid-film lubrication can generally be defined [22], namely; 
Isoviscous- Rigid 
In this regime the magnitude of elastic deformation is small compared to the 
lubricating film thickness and the pressure in the contact zone is low such that the 
lubricant viscosity remains constant. 
This form of lubrication is typically encountered in circular arc thrust pads, 
industrial coating processes in which coatings are applied as a material passes between 
rollers, and in very lightly loaded roller bearings. 
4 
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Viscous-Rigid 
In this regime the magnitude of elastic deformation is small compared to the 
lubricating film thickness and the pressure in the contact zone is significant such that 
the lubricant viscosity greatly increases .. 
This form of lubrication may be encountered on ends of roller guide flanges, in 
moderately loaded tapered roller bearings, and between some piston rings and cylinder 
' 
liners. 
Isoviscous- Elastic 
In this regime the magnitude of elastic deformation is significant, however the 
pressure in the contact zone is low such that the lubricant viscosity remains constant. 
This form of lubrication occurs with materials that have relatively low elastic 
moduli. It is encountered in seals, human joints, tires, and elastomeric machine elements. 
Viscous-Elastic 
In this regime the magnitude of elastic deformation is significant and the pressure in 
the contact zone is relatively large such that the lubricant viscosity greatly increases. 
This form of lubrication occurs in ball and roller bearings, gears, and cams. 
5.3 Introduction to Lubrication Analysis 
When designing for the lubrication of machine components, the existance of a 
lubricating film in excess of the surface roughness and waviness is essential for long 
machine component life. In addition, the damaging effects of transient temperature, 
shock loading, and other factors that the machine elements and the lubricant will be 
exposed to must also be evaluated in relation to their frequency of occurence. 
It is desirable to study lubrication because lubrication greatly influences the modes of 
· failure of lubricated machine components and leads to more practical design methods. In 
,. 
particular, solution to the lubrication problem will enable the designer to determine the 
following important criteria: 
' . 
5 
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1) Lubricant film thickness 
2) Pressure distribution in the lubricant film and the machine components 
3) Temperature distribution in the lubricant film and heat generation in 
the lubrication region 
4) Power loss due to churning and shearing of the lubricant 
These items help the engineer calculate the stress distribution in the machine 
components and resulting fatigue life, the load to prevent scoring and skiding, the 
lubricant cooling method and the size of the lubricant cooler, the type of lubricant to be 
used, and the surface finish and waviness requirements of the machine components . 
"'··· 
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6. Introduction to Elastohydrodynamic Lubrication 
Elastohydrodynamic lubrication is known as the lubrication of elastically deforming 
solid materials. Elastohydrodynamic Lubrication (known as EHD lubrication or EHL) is 
a regime of fluid-film lubrication in which a complete hydrodynamic film is developed 
between two machine components and the surfaces of the machine components deform 
elastically. In EHD lubrication the, shape of the region of contact depends on the 
geometry of the lubricated machine components, the contact loads, and the elastic 
properties of the materials in contact. Elastohydrodynamic lubrication primarily occurs 
in the isoviscous-elastic and viscous-elastic fluid-film lubrication regimes. 
6.1 Experimental Observations of Elastohydrodynamic Lubrication Phenomenon 
The lubricant film thickness and deformations of the bounding solids in an EHD 
contact have been measured for many different contact geometries, loads, and material 
elastic moduli. The characteristic elastic deformation in an EH D con tact, as determined 
by experiment, can be seen in Figure 2. Notice that the lubricant film thickness is 
smallest in the exit region. 
~------.....-----~, 
exit region---• 
contact region or zone 
inlet exit 
7/7777777777 
Figure 2: Characteristic Deformation in an Elastohydrodynamic Contact 
l 
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Hydrodynamic pressure and temperature distributions have also been measured in 
EH D contacts. The pressure profile is very similar to the 1-Jertzian hemi-spherical 
pressure distribution for a completely dry contact with the exception of a sharp pressure 
peak that occurs at the beginning of the exit region. Characteristic pressure and 
temperature distributions in an EHD contact are shown in Figure 3. 
_,,.,.._ Pressure 
-----Tern per at u re 
Figure 3: Characteristic Pressure and 1'ernperaturc Distributions 
in ElastohycJrodyna,mic Contacts 
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7. Elastohydrodynamic Lubrication Analysis 
Elastohydrodynamic lubrication analysis assumes that the surfaces of the solids are 
perfectly smooth and the results provide a macroscopic view of the lubrication region. 
7.1 Brief History of Lubrication and Elastohydrodynamic Lubrication Analysis 
Originally the type of lubrication between highly loaded machine components was 
thought to be boundary lubrication where the load is carried by metal to mP.tal contact. 
Much of the early interest in the possibility that a fluid film exists between highly loaded 
contacting parts was in the observation that gear wear was lower than expected. Now 
that film separation is known to exist between highly loaded contacting parts, it has 
been observed that film separation is the most common occuring lubrication 
phenomenon. 
The analysis of pressure in a viscous fluid between two materials was initiated by 
Osborne Reynolds (5] in 1886. lie derived the partial differential equation for f)ressure 
increase in a Newtonian fluid in a lubricated contact and gave a solution for a slider 
bearing of infinite width. 
The analysis of surface deformations due to pressure on solids of revolution was 
initiated by 1-lertz [23] around 1896. 
Many of the early theoretical analyses of lubrication considered the lubricant to have 
constant viscosity and the temperature distribution in the contact zone was considered 
isothermal. The first approximate solution to the viscous-elastic regime was calculated 
by Grubin and Vinogradova [21] in 1949 in which the variation in viscosity within the 
lubricant film was considered. 
The condition at the exit region of the lubricant film was a debatable topic for years. 
In 1949, Cameron and Wood [12] established the exit pressure boundary condition, 
known as the Reynolds boundary condition. In 1951, the Reynolds equation was solved 
which inclucied the effect of pressure and temperature dependent viscosity by Gatcombe 
(18] and McEwen (26]. 
In 1959, Dowson and Iligginson solved the elastohydrodynamic problem. In 
particular, they solved the Reynolds equation and the elastic deformation equation in an 
inverse manner than had previously been done by calculating the pressure from the 
elastic deformation equation and the lubrica,nt film thickness from the Reynolds · 
equation. Since then various methods have been developed by many authors to obtain 
more accurate solutions to EHD lubication problems. 
9 
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All aspects relating to EHD lubrication have been thoroughly studied and presented 
in lubrication literature. Thermal effects, elastic effects, lubricant chemistry, non-
Newtonian behavior of the lubricant, lubricant rheology, surface roughness and 
waviness, spinning of the lubricated machine components, and temperature and pressure 
measurement techniques have all been scrutinized . 
7 .2 Introduction to Elastohydrodynamic Lubrication Analysis 
The common modes of failure found in elastohydrodynamic contacts are pitting 
fatigue, scuffing and abrasive wear, skiding, scoring ( which is related to excessive 
contact zone temperatures), lubricant decomposition, and plastic surface deformations. 
A comprehensive analysis of these phenomenon would require consideration of the 
chemistry of the lubricant and the material surface, metallurgical failure processes, and 
the elastohydrodynamic lubrication mechanism. This thesis explores only the 
elastohydrodynamic lubrication mechanism. 
7.3 Standard Calculations for developing the Elastohydrodynamic Lubricant Film 
Thickness 
The proper design of lubricated components requires that the engineer specify a 
lubricant film thickness larger that the combined surface roughness and waviness of both 
contacting machine elements under all operating conditions. In order to calculate the 
lubricant film thickness in an EHD contact, the elastic deformation of the machine 
components and the dependence of the lubricant on pressure and temperature must be 
determined. 
For the calculation of lubricant film thickness in an EHD contact, the following are 
usually developed: 
1) The lubricant film thickness or elastic deformation equation 
2) The Continuity equation 
3) The Reynolds equation 
4) Appropriate boundary conditions 
5) The Energy equation 
6) Equations defining the lubricant density and viscosity as a function of 
pressure and temperature. 
10 
Depending on th~ desired accuracy, various analytical methods are available for 
calculating EHD lubricant film thicknesses. The most accurate methods are finite 
difference computer solutions or empirical equations that are valid for certain ranges of 
speed, load, and lubricant types. 
Numerical solutions for the film thickness in an elastohydrodynamic contact have 
shown that the inclusion of compressibility of the lubricant has little effect on the 
resulting minimum lubricant film thickness. 
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8. Elastohydrodynamic Contact Zc,n,! Geometry 
For th<! J>Urpc>Hf! <>f <l<!riving th<! ,~laHt<>hy,Jrodynarr1ic ' , rn1n1mum lubr·icant film 
thickneHH, an u ncl,!rHta,~I i ng ,.,f the g<!<>tll(!t ry in th,! C<>n tact zr,n,~ is eHHf!rt tial. 'l'he 
georn,!try that will l>,, r,~f,!r,~nc,!d in th,~ cJerivatic>n <>f th~ rninirr1urr1 lul>ricant film 
thickness is shc,wn l>el,,w in l1'igures 4 a,nci 5. 
y 
undeforrned shape 
lJ 2 
~ 
-, h2 .. * 
........ 
hmax h () 
X 
h1 h, 
~ f·t (J I 
/ 
ar,~a ,,f c,,n tact (A) 
y 
Xa 
X ttt 
h,,t 
""- u ncJeforrn<~<J Hhap,~ 
Figure 5: Elastohydr<>dynamic Contact Zone Ge(>rr1etry in th" J~xit ltegi<Jn 
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A significant formula used in determining the height of a sect~r of a circle is given 
by; 
h = R - ~ R2 - x 2 
From geometry, as can be seen in Figures 4 and 5, the formulas for various heigths 
and deformations (h and d) can be written; 
at the center of the contact zone: 
at x = Xm: 
at X = Xa: 
in the exit region: 
in the exit region: 
in the exit region: 
• 
in the exit region at xmin: 
hm = he - R + ~R2 - x~ 
2 
- Xa 
• 
(1) 
(2) 
(3) 
(4) 
(5) 
(6) 
The above elastic deformation equations can only be applied to machine components 
of spherical or cylindrical geometry. 
The equations defining the deformation in the exit region (he) and the deformations 
of the machine component centers (he) can be obtained from equations A13 and (AlO or 
All), respectively, as derived in Appendix 3. 
When the minumum lubricant film thickness (hmin) between two machine 
components is desired, it is assumed that the axial locations (xmin), calculated for each 
machine component, are essentially coincident. The axial locations (xmin) will be 
coincident if the radii and elastic moduli of both machine components are the same . 
13 
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Some of the above deformation equations are written for two machine components in 
/ 
rolling and/or sliding contact. For determining the deformation and i'he minimum 
lubricant film thickness caused by one machine component moving along a flat surface, a 
solution may be obtaine<J by assuming there is no deformation <>f the flat surface and 
including only the applicable terrns for <>ne rnachine component. A flat surface wc>uld 
have no deformation only if the ,~lastic rr1<>dulus of the flat surface is large and the 
correspondir1g applied load srnall enough that the deformation of the flat surface can be 
considered negligable. 
At the exit, the pressure in the c~,ntact zone is equal to atmospheric pressure. The 
location of this pressure in the lubricant can be geometrically defined as the location in 
which there is little deformation of the machine components. 
) 
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9. Summary of the Equations of Motion for a Viscous Compressible Fluid 
As derived in Appendix 2, the equations of motion for a viscous, compressible fluid 
are as follows; 
x-direction: 
p!lJJ= F x- ~ + 'J.2-,,(Q!! _ 8w) + 'J.2-,,(Q!! _ Q.Y.) + JL,,(Q!! + ey) + 2-,,(Q.!! + 8w) Dt ox 38x ox oz 3ox ox oy 8y oy ox oz oz ox 
y-direction: 
plh.= F - ~ + 'J.2- 11(eY - Q.!!) + 'J.2- 11(eY _ ~) + 2- 11(e!! + QY) + 2._ 11(QJ:. + 8w) Dt Y {)y 3 oy oy ox 3 oy oy {)z ox 8y ox oz oz oy 
z-direction: 
PDw = F z- ~ + 'J.2- 11(ow _ Q.!!) + 22._ 11(8w _ Q.Y.) + 2._ 11(8w + Q!!) + -ft-T/(~ + e.y) Dt oz 3oz oz ox 3oz 8z 8y 8x ox oz ay oy oz 
The terms on the left side of the equality are inertia terms ( due to acceleration of 
the fluid). On the right side of the equality are body force terms ( due to gravitation and 
electrical fields), pressure gradients ( due to external loads), and viscous terms ( due to 
fluid strain), in that order. 
, 
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. 10. Compressible Elastohydrodynamic Lubrication Analysis 
A reduction of the equations of motion is now undertaken and combined with the 
continuity equation to obtain the Reynolds equation. 
10.1 Reduction of the Equations of Motion for a Viscous Compressible Fluid ; 
Since the inertia and body force terms are usually very small, the equations of 
motion can be reduced to the following; 
x-direction: 
~xp = 2 8 (ou 8w) + 2 8 (8u 8v) + o (8u + 8v) + 8 (8u + 8w) u 38x11 8x - 8z 38x11 8x - 8y By11 8y 8x az'I 8z ox J 
y-direction: 
8P _ 2 8 (ov 8u) 2 o (8v 8w) + 8 (8u + 8v) + 8 (8v + 8w) 8y - 38y 11 8y - 8x + 38y11 8y - 8z ax11 8y 8x 7h 11 8z oy 
z-direction: 
8P = 2_g_ 17(8w _ 8u) + 2.ft. 77(ow _ QY.) + _Q_r,(8w + 8u) + 2._ 11(8w + ey_) 8z 3oz 8z ox 38z 8z oy ox 8x oz 8y 8y 8z 
These equations show that the pressure and viscous forces acting on the lubricant 
are in equilibrium. 
Since the lubricant film thickness is relatively small, the velocity gradients in the y 
direction can be considered large compared with the velocity gradients in the x and z 
directions. In addition, the pressure in the y direction can be considered a constant. 
Therefore the equations of motion reduce to simply; 
x-direction: 
y-direction: QR - 2-(11QJ!.) - 0 8y - 8y 8y - . 
z-direction: QR _ _fl_( 118w) 8z - 8y 8y 
.J, 
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10.2 The Reynolds Equation 
The combination of the equations of motion with the continuity equation yield the 
classic partial differential equation known as the Reynolds equation for a compressible 
fluid. As derived in Appendix 2, the Reynolds equation is; 
Reducing the problem to two dimensions, the Reynolds equation becomes; ... 
Integrating both sides of the equation with respect to x and evaluating at one limit, 
Xm, yields; 
( p3h3) • 4E 1217 Xm dx Xm 
which is an equation relating lubricant film thickness (h) to axial pressure (P), lubricant 
viscosity (77), and rolling-sliding speed (U). The value of the pressure gradient is negative 
because the slope of the pressure distribution curve in the x direction is negative in the 
e?{it region. Hence the right side of the equality is assigned a negative value. 
The velocity term U includes both translation and/or rotation in the same direction 
( which is taken to be the x direction). 
For relative rotation between machine components: 
For relative translation between machine components: 
1u1 = t1u1+ U2I 
1u1 = IU1- U2I 
Similarly, the Reynolds equation can be integrated and evaluated at both limits, Xm 
and xa; 
(8) 
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Similarly, the Reynolds equation can be inte
grated and evaluated at both limits, Xm 
and xmin; 
3h3 (~2,,) · f x . = -fUI· (ph)fx - (ph)fx . 
xmin min m min 
(9) 
which is al! equation for determining the min
imum lubricant film thickness. 
Similarly, the Reynolds equation can be in
tegrated and evaluated at 
xmin and Xa; 
both limits, ~ 
-1u1 · (ph )Ix . - (ph )I man Xa (10) 
which is another equation for determining th
e minimum lubricant film thickness. 
10.3 Axial Pressure Distribution in the Exit 
Region 
It is evident from experimental measurem
ents of lubricant pressure ( as shown 
graphically in Figure 3) that the pressure distribution
 in the exit region seems to be an 
exponential function of the axial distance 
(x). If one applies the following boundary 
values to an assumed exponential pressure d
istribution; 
at x = Xa, P = Pa ( atmospheric pressure) 
at x = Xm, P = Pm (maximum pressure in the cont
act region) 
one obtains an equation for the pressure dist
ribution in the exit region, namely; 
[:a~;: ·ln(~: )] 
P = Pm·exp 
(11) 
which is valid for Xm < x < Xa • 
From the exponential pressure distribution d
efined by equation ( 11 ), one obtains the 
derivative of pressure with respect to axial d
istance in the exit region; 
[ Xm-X ·ln(Pm)~ Xa-Xm Pa J 
dP - Pm l (Pm) dx. = Xa-Xm. n Pa •exp (12) 
18 
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At x = Xm, the pressure gradient is; 
dPI _ - Pm •ln(Pm) Tx Xm - Xa-Xm . 'J5; (13) 
At x = xa, the pressure gradient is; 
• 
~ = x~!x":n ·ln(t:) ax Xa {14) 
At x = xmin' the pressure gradient is; 
· [Xm-Xmin.1n(Pm)1l 
Xa-Xm Pa J f x . = ; 0 !'x': •ln(t: )-exp 
,,- min 
(15) 
Substitution of equations ( 13) and ( 14) into the reduced Reynolds equation (8) 
yields; 
12 · I U I · ( X a - X m) . ( p h )I _ ( p h )I ln(t:) Xm Xa (16) 
Substitution of equations (13) and (15) into the reduced Reynolds equation (9), and 
evaluating at xmin yields; 
Xm-X · p 
_.._..m__,__;inl m · 
1J 1J exp _ - (Pm) 
Xm xmin Pm·ln Pa 
(ph)lx - (ph)lx . (17) 
m min 
Substitution of equations (14) and (15) into the reduced Reynolds equation (10), and 
evaluating at xmin yields; 
19 
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10.4 Procedure for Calculating the Maximum Lubricant Pressure 
The calculation of maximum lubricant pressure (which is taken from the Hertzian 
hemispherical pressure distribution) begins by determining the deformation at the center 
of the machine component(s) (he) due to an applied load (L). For this calculation, the 
following equations developed id Appendix 3 are used; 
for a sphere (iteratively): (AlO) 
for a cylinder: (All) 
One then determines the radius of the area of contact which may be different 
between contacting machine components depending on the radii and elastic moduli of 
the machine components under consideration. 
For each machine component; 
a== ~R2 - (R - hc) 2 
The radius of the area of contact ( a) is taken as the smallest of the two values 
calculated. 
One then calculates the maxim um Hertzian contact pressure using the following 
formulas; 
for a sphere: 3 L Pm = 2-· 2 
7r·a 
for a cylinder: 3 L Pm = -2· l 2·a· 
20 
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11. Closed Form Solution to the Minimum Lubricant Film Thickness in an 
Elastohydrodynamic Con tact 
11.1 The Elastic Deformation Equation 
The elastic deformation equation is written for the geometry in consideration. For 
two spherical or cylindrical components in moving contact, equations 2 through 7 are 
used. For only one sphere or cylinder in moving contact with an undeforming flat 
surface, only the applicable terms applying to one sphere or cylinder from equations 2 
through 7 are included in the formulation. 
Reduction of equations 2 through 7 to a single equation relating elastic deformation 
of the machine components to minimum lubricant film thickness (hmin) is as follows: 
The axial location Xa is equivalent to the radius of the area of contact. Hence; 
Xa = a 
Height ha is given by equation 3, where substitution for Xa yields; 
As derived in Appendix 3, the deformation in the exit region (he) is; 
(A13) 
Also derived in Appendix 3 is the location of the minimum lubricant film thickness, 
namely; 
X . _ Xm + hm . 
min - 2 2·Xm 
{xa-Xm) 
(hm - ~) Xm Xa {A14) 
21 
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Evaluating he at xmin yields the following result
; 
he= h.m + Xm 
(~ - !!m) Xa Xm 
(x~-xm) ·
(x . -xm) min 
(19) 
Substitution of ha, Xa, and xmin into equat
ion 19 shows that the deformation in the 
exit region (he) can be expressed in terms of two unk
nowns, ho and xm; 
he= hm + D· hm ·(-1 ) _ !fil Xm 2•Xm D 2 . ~ + hm ·(-1 ) 2 2·Xm D (20) 
~R2 - x~ - ~R2 - a2 he - R + ~R
2
- x~ 
where; D= 
a Xm 
a - Xm 
· and where height hm is given by equation 
2 in terms of Xm, namely; 
hm = he - R + ~ R 2 - x~ (2) 
The combination of equations 5, 6, and 7 
form an equation for minimum lubricant 
film thickness in terms of the two unknown
s, ho and Xm, namely; 
which is defined as the elastic deformation
 equation for determining minimum lubric
ant 
film thickness. 
This equation can be relatively complex 
once h 1elx . and h2elx . are introduced 
min min 
using equation 19. A slight reduction in 
complexity is obtained if the two machi
ne 
components in consideration have the sam
e radii and elastic modulus. Namely, equat
ion 
21 would become; 
22 
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0 (22) 
For determining the minimum lubricant film thickness between a sphere or cylinder 
in moving contact with an undeforming flat plate, equations 5, 6, 7, and 19 combine to 
yield the following elastic deformation equation for minimum lubricant film thickness; 
hmin = ho + R - ~ R 2 - x~ + (23) 
.f 
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11.2 Evaluation of the Derived Elastic Deformation Equation using Experimental Data 
The accuracy of the elastic deformation equation is proven here using experimental 
data. Specifically, the minimum lubricant film thickness is calculated using the elastic 
deformation equation and the results compared to experiments presented by Dowson 
and Higginson [l]. 
Evaluation of the accuracy of the elastic deformation equation proceeds as follows: 
Data: Rolling Disk Machine: 
Two disks in rolling contact 
Material of Disk # 1 : Glass ( 1 ) 
Material of Disk #2 : Steel (a) 
Radii of either disk (R) = .0762 m 
Load per unit length on the disks (r) = 39,000 N /m 2 
Pa = 1.0132 x 105 N/m 2 
Material Properties 
E9 = 6.89476 x 1010 N/m 2 
Ea - 2.06843 x 1011 N/m 2 
Assume v = .3 for both steel and glass 
Calculations: 
Deformation at the disk center: 
Radius of the area of contact: a= ~(.0762)2 - (.0762 - hc)2 
Maximum pressure: 
Glass disk center deformation: 
Steel dis~k center deformation: 
Pm = f39000·(}) 
hg = 3.86054 X 10-7 m 
h., = 1.28685 X 10-7 m 
24 
Radius of the area of contact: 
Radius of the area of contact: 
a6 = 2.42557 x 10-4 m 
a, = 1.40039 x 10-4 m 
Use a = 1.40039 x 10-4 for calculating the maxtmum pressure because it is 
the smaller value. 
• 
Therefore; Pm= 2.0887 x 108 N/m 2 
Choose Xm == .00010 m { < xa) from the data in order to calculate the remaining terms. 
Deformation in the exit region: 
of the glass disk: 
of the steel disk: 
he = 3.69645 x 10-7 m 
he = 6.48439 x 10-8 m 
hmin = ho + 2· .0762 - ~(.0762) 2 - (.00010) 2 + 3.69645 X 10-7 + 6.48439 x 10-8 
From the data: hmax = 1.4 x 10-6 = ho + h9 + h., 
Therefore: ho = 8.85261 x 10-7 m 
Substitution of ho into the elastic deformation equation abovmmin ~ 1.45 x 10-6 m 
From the data: 
. -6 
. hmin ~ 1.2 x 10 m 
Although the data is imp}ecise, the minimum lubricant film thickness predicted by 
the closed form solution method ( using only the elastic deformation equations) closely 
approximates the test data. The calculated hmin differs from the experimental hmin by 
approximately 17%. 
25 
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12. Oil-refrigerant Lubrication 
Common practice in the removal of heat from a lubricated mechani
sm is to increase 
the lubricant flow rate. An alternative method of removing heat m
ay be accomplished 
by adding a miscible fluid to the lubricant that vaporizes wheneve
r any excess heat is 
generated. By this method, generated heat can be removed by 
vaporization of the 
miscible fluid rather than by absorption of the heat by the 
lubricant and heat 
,' 
conduction into the machine components. 
12.1 Introduction to Oil-refrigerant Lubricants 
Oil-refrigerant lubricants are combinations of common lubri
cating oils and 
refrigerants. Some of the most capable and common fluids a
vailable for use as 
refrigerants are any of the hydrocarbon refrigerants used by the re
frigeration ind us try, 
namely the Ammonias, Freons, and Methyl Chlorides. 
Many of the common Freon refrigerants are listed below in Table 1. 
Refrigerant Chemical Formulation 
Freon 11 (C Cl 3 F) 
Freon 12 (C Cl 2 F 2 ) 
Freon 13 (C Cl F 3 ) 
Freon 13Bl (C Br F 3 ) 
Freon 22 (CH Cl F 2 ) 
Freon 115 (C 2 Cl F 5) 
Table 1: List of Common Freon Refrigerants 
Experiments have shown that ammonia is only slightly soluable in
 oil which leaves 
the Freons and methyl-chlorides as possible lubricant refrigerant ad
ditives. Experiments 
have shown that Freon-13 and Freon-14 are. less soluable than the
 other Freons or the 
methyl-chlorides. 
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12.2 Characteristics of Oil-refrigerant Lubricants 
Lower viscosity oils absorb more of a refrigerant than higher viscosity oils and a 
slight volume reduction occurs when oil and refrigerants are mixed. For example, about 
a 3 percent volume reduction occurs for a 20 percent Freon/80 percent oil, by volume, 
mixture. ~ 
12.3 Viscosity Reduction of Oil-refrigerant Mixtures 
The viscosity of oil is greatly reduced by absorption of small quantities of 
refrigerant. llefining of the <>ii docs little to affect the viscosity reduction by a 
refrigerant. 1'he viscosity of naphthenic oils is reduced more by a refrigerant than are 
r>araffinic <)ilr, bclth <>n a rnc)le and weight basiH .. 'l'he viscc)Rity red uctic,n <>f Htandard 
mineral <>ii-refrigerant rr1ixture8 is well published in the ASllltAF: llandl><)<)k: 1984 
Sys terns (7]. 
12.4 JncJustry lJse of o·il-f•'reon l.1U~>ricanLf1 
l.1ubricants are URed in the refrigeration industry to reduce frictic,11 aucJ rniuirnize 
wear in evar><Jrative co<)ling Hystc!rnH. JJ,!sicJe,; use in the refrigeratic!n industry, <>il-l•'re<Jll 
lul>ricants have fc>und use in <:<)<>ling high Hpeed Hlif> ring afu,ernl>lieH; na,rnely HliJ> ring 
l>earingH and l>rush C<)ntactH, and fc)r lil>erating heat g,~neratcd frc,rn scalH ara<J hc,t ,!ngine 
test Hect.ions. 'l'yr>ical rnixtur,~ ratioH c,f <>ii tc) l•'rec,n that have heeu succeHHfully e1111,1<.,yed 
for cc,c)ling gaH turl>ine engine slir> ring aHH<~rnl>li,~H (which are lightly loade<J) ar,~ 20-10 
percent oil tc> 80-90 r>erccnt l•'reon by volunic [:J4], resJ>ectively. 
12.5 Designing with an Oil-refrigerant Mixture 
It is not goo<i design r>ractice t<> use a refrigerant alone as a lubricant except in 
relatively cold environments since a r,~frigerant vapc,rizes quickly in warrn environrr1ents 
or locations where there is adequate heat generation. If a refriger1-1nt was the c,nly 
lubricant in the contact zone, it may var>orize leaving the contact zone as a rnixed or 
boundary lubrication problen1 yielding relatively low rnachine cornponent life. 
,, 
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In choosing the proper oil-refrigerant mixture, one should first calculate and/or 
perform experiments to obtain the amount of heat generated in a particular lubrication 
region, and determine the heat sink present should a particular region need to be cooled. 
This information should then be used for calculating the amount of refrigerant that is 
needed based on the heat of vaporization of the refrigerant. The arnount of oil required 
for lubricating the machine components is then determined by the absorption capacity of 
the oil for the refrigerant at the particular delivery pressure and temperature. Then the 
oil passages, oil jets, and lubrication pump should be adequately sized to deliver the 
required quantity of oil-refrigerant to the lubrication site. 
L 
J 
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13. Conclusions ('-. \. / 
13.1 Closed Form Solution to the Elastohydro.dynamic Lubricant Film Thickness 
The closed form solution for the lubricant film thickness in the exit region of an 
EJID contact is based on a 2-dimensicJnal, viscous, compressible lubricant assuming an 
exponential pressure <listribution in the exit region. 
The closed form solution for a 2-dimensional viscous, compressible lubricant with a 
minimum <)f assumptions is a complex calculation since it involves an iterative 
determination of the minimum lubricant film thickness. An assumption that the 
lubricant is incompressible does nothing in the way of reducing the governing equations 
since the lubricant density, l>eing constant for incompressible lubricants, would lJe the 
only terms not included in the governing equations as presented. Any further reduction 
in the gcJverning e<1uations l)y <>ther assurnptions may sacrifice the accuracy of precJicting 
lubricant film thickness in the exit region. 
A method is presented herein fcJr dcterrnining the minirnum lubricant film thickness 
for spheres or cylinders in rr1c)ving ccJntact c,r for a sphere or cylinder in moving contact 
with a flat surfa.ce in which there is no deformation in the flat surface. A flat surface 
woulcl have ncJ defc>rrna.tion only when the elastic rncJdulus <Jf the fla.t surface is large ,1nd 
the corresponding apr>lied lcJad srnaJI enough that the deforrna.tion would be cc>nsidered 
negligable. 
1'he solution for minimum lubricant film thickness is obtained by coml>ining the 
elastic deforrnation eq uatic>n (21) with various evaluations of the lleync,lds e<J uation ( 16, 
17, and/or 18). 'l'he ec1uati<>ns are solvecJ sirnultanec,usly to cJbtain a. sc>lution for hmin, 
which is embeddecl in the lleynolds equations. 'l'he reHult is a closed forrr1 solutic>n for 
the minimum I u l>rican t fit rn thickness which rn ust l)e <>l>ta,i ned by iteration. 
A compa,rison was rnaclc <>f the rrainirnu1r1 lubrica,nt filrn thickness as calculated lly 
the <Jerived ela,stic deforrnatic,n equa.ti<>n and test data. It was shown that the elastic 
deformaticJn e<1ua,tion gives satisfa.ctc>ry results when C<Jn1pared with test data. 
1"he iteration neecJed to obta,in a solution shows hc>w corr1plex the closecJ form 
solution <>f clastohyclrocJynarnic lubrica,nt filrn thickness is. 'l,he combina,tic)n <>f the 
elastic deforrr1ation equation with th,~ ll,eync,lds ec1ua.tic>ns, to obtain a clc,secJ form 
solution, is left to the reader tc> apply to one's particular lubrication consideration. 
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The major assumptions made in the derivation of a closed form solution for the 
minimum lubricant film thickness are; 
. 
In the derivaticln of the rcduc<!<I lleynolcls eq11ations {16, 17, and 18): ~ 
1) rI'hat the <1,!rivativ,~H <>f v,~l<,city in the x ancl z clircctions are insignificant 
cc,rnpar,~d t<> the derivatives <>f velc>city in they clircction. {rfhie is a standard 
assumption used in cJ,~riving the FleynolcJs eciuation.) 
2) 1~hat the press11re distribution in the exit region is exponential. 
In the derivation of the elastic deformation equation for rninimum lubricant film 
thickness (20 ): 
1) 'I'hat the rr1aximurn r>resHure (Pm) in the ,~xr><>nf~ntial r>rcRRure distributic,n is 
equivalent tf, the n1axirn11rn pressure in a, cc,rnpletely cJry llertzian contact. 
2) 'I'ha,t th,~ def,,rrr1ati,,n cc,ntc,ur ,,fa rna,chine cc,n1J><>ru~nt in the ,~xit regir,n 
can he approxirnatecJ by a quadratic ,~quati<)n <)f the f,,rrn: he = b·x 2+ c·x 
\ 
13.2 Effect of an Oil-refrigerant Lubricant 
In the vicinity of an elastohydrodynamic contact with an oil-refrigerant lubricant, 
the heat is nc,t transfered to the machine components but intc, the refrigerant which is 
vaporized. 1"'he refrigerant n1ay then be condensed, c0<>led, recon1bined with the oil and 
recirculated if desirecJ. 
Due to the absorption characteristics of mineral oils at atmospheric pressure, it has 
been determined that an oil-Freon lubricant can contain at most 10 percent Freon at 
room temperature and at mc,st 3 percent fi'reon at the elevatecJ terr1rJerature of 200 deg 
F. rl"'his limited quantity of Jt'rcon al,sorption by the <>ii (at atrnos1>hcric pressure and 
temr,erature) lirr1its the heat ren1c>val capacity of the <>ii-refrigerant lul>ricant (l>y 
vaporization ,,f the refrigerant). (~c>ns,!c1uently, any oil-rcfrig,!rant lubricant has a lirnited 
heat rerr1c,val car>acity unl,!HH the lul,ricati<,n Hyst,!111 is r>ressuriz<!<I. 
l•'<>r this r,!aH<Jn, the rncthc,cJ <.>f rcr11,,ving h<!at l,y var><>rizatic,11 ,,fa refrigerant in an 
unr>r<!HHuriz,!,J HyHt,~rn iH t,, firHt calculate the <tuantity ,,f r,!frig,!rant. ll<!<~d,~d tc, lil,,~ratf_! 
the heat. 'l'h<!n chc,,,H<! th,~ tyJ>f! ancl quantity <>f c,il n<!<!<l<!<J t,, c,l,tain an ad<!quat,, 
rninirr1urr1 filrn thickneHH wh,!11 rnix<!d with th,! r,!frig<!rant. 
13y UHing c,n,! <>f 11,~ync,ldH <!quatic,nH ](i, 17, <>r 18, it can t,,~ Hh,,wn that fc,r l1'r<!<.>n 
c,,nc<!ntratic,nH c,f :J',),{) tc, l()'Y<, in an ,,il-r,~frig,!rant lul,ricaut, th<! rniuirnurn l1~JI J) lul,rica11t 
filrn thickn<!HH d<!Cf<!aH<!H ar>pr,,xirnat,!l,y 17'MJ t<> 4($'}{), f,,,. th,! Harn,~ pr<!HHUJ'<!, t,!rnp,~ratur,!, 
an,J ,,ii UH<~d. 'l'hiH lul,ric:ant filrn thickn,~HH J'<!<lucti,,u iH du,! t,, th,! viHc<>Hity l'<!cJuctic,n 
eff,!ct ,,f th,~ a,Jcl,!cJ l1'r,,c,n. 
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14. Projection for Future Work in Elastohydrodynamic Lubrication Analysis 
1) Evaluate the accuracy of using an equation that more accurately models the elastic 
deformation in the exit region. 
2). Compare the presented closed form solution method for minimum EllD lubricant 
film thickness with other analytical techniques on both an accuracy and time to 
resolve basis. 
3) The application of oil-refrigerant lubrication depends on the viscosity characteristics 
of the oil-refrigerant being used. There is a great need for viscosity data on mixtures 
of rr1any industrial lut)ricants with various refrigerants in order to more accurately 
predict oil-refrigerant lubricant film thicknesses. 
\ 
,, 
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16. Appendix 1: Definition of Common Terms found in Lubrication Literature 
Contact Zone Q!. Contact Region 
The local region in which machine components come into contact and hydrodynamic 
lift occurs. This region can be geometrically defined as a point, line, or area contact; 
circular or ellip~n shape. 
Dynamic Viscosity 
The ratio of applied shear stress in a lubricant to the rate of deformation in the 
lubricant (known commonly as "viscosity"). For any lubricant the viscosity is dependent 
on pressure and temperature. 
EHD Lubrication or EHL 
-----
-----
Elastohydrodynamic Lt_:_ication. The phenomenon associated with the lubrication of 
machine components in which; both a hydrodynamic film is developed between moving 
'· i 
parts and the moving parts de';m elastically. 
Equivalent Radius 
The radius of an imaginary machine component in contact with a flat surface. This 
radius is calculated from the radii of two contacting machine component and is 
sometimes used in lubrication literature for theoretical analysis and representation. 
Freon 
A trade name used for a certain c.lass of refrigerants. 
Kinematic Viscosity 
Dynamic viscosity divided by the fluid density. A convenient quantity used only for 
certain viscosity measurements. 
Mineral Oils 
Naturally occuring lubricants composed of organic chemicals. 
Miscible 
The capability of a fluid to be mixed with another fluid. 
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Naphthenes 
.• 
Cyclic chain saturated hydrocarbon mineral oils. 
Newtonian Fluid 
A fluid that has a linear relationship between the applied shear stress and the shear 
strain rate in the fluid. 
Non-Newtonian Fluid 
A fluid that has a non-linear relationship between the applied shear stress and the 
.. shear strain rate in the fluid . 
Oil-refrigerant Lubricant 
,f.' 
·-
A lubricant which is the combination of an oil and a halogenated hydrocarbon. 
(Halogenated hydrocarbons have relatively low boiling points). 
Paraffins 
Straight chain and branched chain saturated hydrocarbon mineral oils. 
Refrigerants 
Halogenated hydrocarbons primarily chloro- and chlorofluoro- derivatives of methane, 
ethane, and propane. Compared to lubricants, refrigerants boil at relatively low 
temperatures. 
Rheological Behavior 
In reference to lubricants, it is the change in lubricant properties with respect to time. 
Rheopectic 
A lubricant whose viscosity increases with shearing. 
Solubility 
In reference to lubrication, the amount of a fluid that can be dissolved into a lubricant 
at a certain temperature and pressure. 
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Synthetic oils 
Man-made lubricants generally based on organic chemicals. Because of their high cost 
in relation to mineral oils, they are only used in applications where particular lubricant 
properties are required. \ They usually have a high viscosity index and good thermal 
stability . 
Thixotropic 
A lubricant whose viscosity decreases with shearing. 
Traction 
The resistance to motion by a lubricant. 
Tribology 
The science of surfaces interacting in relative motion. It is a study of the friction, 
lubrication, and wear of surfaces viewing surface interactions in detail. 
Viscosity Index 
An empirical number used for defining the relationship between lubricant viscosity 
and temperature. The viscosity index describes a particular lubricant's viscosity-
temperature characteristics relative to two other lubricants. 
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17. Appendix 2: Derivation of the Governing Elastohydrodynamic Lubrication Equations 
Consider a three dimensional element of the fluid in the elastohydrodynamic contact 
zone having dimensions .4X, .4y, ~z. Stress and heat transfer occur in this small volume 
of fluid in such a way that mass, momentum, and energy are conservecl. The following 
are the initial assumptions and <ierivations of these basic conservation equations. 
A2.1 Initial Assumptions 
The general assumptions made in the analysis of the EIID lul,ricant film are: 
. ,., 
1. That larr1inar flow exists in the EHD contact zone. 
2. That a steady state con<lition has been reached such that the lubricant film thickness 
is independent of tin1e. 
3. Both r<>lling anci sliding velocities <>f the machine co1r1ponents occur in one direction 
(taken as the x direction) and there is no spinning <>f the 1nachine el,~rr1ents in the 
con tact zone. 
4. Surface roughness and waviness are not considered. 
5. lleat conduction in the contact zone is the <>nly heat transfer rr1echanisrr1. 
A2.2 The Continuity Equation 
'I'he c<>ntin uity equation is essentially the equation of maRs which states that the 
ass flow rate entering a f1uicJ elernent equals the rnass flow rate leaving a fluid elerncnt 
plus the tirr1e rate of change <Jf rnass in the elen1en t. If M x, My, and M z arc defined as 
the rates of rr1ass fl<lW int(> the elerr1ent at an instantaneous tirne, then a rnass balance 
on the fluid element in the flow field (in two dirr1ensions) is as shown in Figure A2.1 . 
,~·. 
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Figure A2.l: Mass I3alance on a Fluid Element 
Consequently, the e<1uatic>n fc>r the cc>nservatic,11 of rr1as,; at an instantanec,u,; tirne in 
three dirnensions can be wrjtte11 ar;; 
Mx+Mu+Mz M + l)rx.,•Ax+M +lJMy +M +lJM, x ~ 11 8y ·~Y z 8z ·~z 
'I'he rr1ass flow rate,; are defiued by; 
M, = j Ap·w·dx·dy 
where the velocity cc>n1r>c,nents (u, v, and w) in the x, y, z directions, rcsr,ectivel,y, and 
the fluid density ( /J) are a.SHU 1ned to vary in the fl(>W field. 
With the ti rne rate ,,f change of rnass included, the equation for the conservati<>n c,f 
mass becorr1es, after substitution; 
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For a very small volume element of fluid, one can consider no variation of density or 
velocity across the dimensions Ax, Ay, and AZ. Consequently, the equation for the 
conservation of mass can be reduced to; 
8p + 8(pu) + 8(pv) + 8(pw) _ 0 Ft 8x 8y 8z - · 
which is referred to as the continuity equation. 
A2.3 The Momentum Equations 
The momentum equations are obtained from Newton's Second Law of Motion which 
states that the product of the mass of a body with its acceleration is equal to any forces 
imposed on the body. 
For a fluid element, body forces and surface forces are present. The body forces in 
the flow field could be caused by gravity. The surface forces result from pressure and 
shear stresses acting on the faces of the fluid element . 
. ' 
The mass of a fluid element is defined as; 
The acceleration in the three coordinate directions can be written as follows; 
x-direction: 
y-direction: 
' 
z-direction: 
.Du = Q.!! + u,8u + v,8u + w·e.Y N 8t ax 8y 8z 
Dv _ 8v + U OV + V OV + W OV N - Ft ·ax ·ay ·az 
Dw = Q;!!.. + u,aw + v,8w + w•e:!!.. 15t 8t 8x 8y 8z 
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The body force components in three coordinate directions can be written as; 
x-direction: 
y-direction: 
z-direction: 
where the body forces F x, F 11 , and F z are the body forces acting on a unit volume 
.dX · AY · AZ, having dimensions of force per unit volume. 
Stresses Acting on a Fluid Element 
The stresses acting on the faces of the fluid element in the x and y directions are 
shown in Figure A2.2. 
8uy 
Uy + {) ·AY 
Y OTyx 
Tyx + By ·AY 
Txy 
+ O<J X Ux fJx •AX 
Tyx 
Uy 
} 
; 
Figure A2.2: Stresses Acting on a Fluid Element 
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It is more difficult to show graphically the stresses acting on a fluid element in three 
dimensions, however the stresses acting in three dimensions on all coor<Jinat,~ faces can 
.,,,. 
be shown tcJ be similar. Therefore the net surface forces acting on a three dirnensional 
element of fluid can be written by; 
x-direction: 
y-direction: ( 8u 11 OTxy OTyz) 8y + 8x + 8z · .4X · .4y · .dz 
z-direction: 
1'he stresses acting on a fluid element are the surn <lf the pressure and frictional 
terms. Theref(Jre one can write the normal stress in terms of the fluid f)ressure and the 
frictional cornpc,ncnts [6], narr1ely; 
Ur ::::: - p + T/ 2,Q..Y -- ~·(~ + ~ + ~) OX J OX oy OZ 
U11 = - p + T/ 2,Q.Y_ -- ~·(~ + ~ + ~) 8y J ox ay oz 
Uz = - p + T/ 2,8w _ 2,(8u + tJ.Y. + 8w) 8z 3 8x 8y 8z 
where TJ is the viscosity of the fluid. 
The shearing stresses can also be written in terms of their frictional cornponents [6], 
namely; 
T = 1J(Qll + QY) xy fJy 8x 
T = 11(8v + 8w) yz 8z 8y 
T = 11(8w + 8u) xz 8x 8z 
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A2.4 The Equations of Motion for a Viscous Compressible Fluid 
Combining these expressions into the momentum equations yields the equations of 
motion for a viscous compressible fluid, namely; 
x-di ection: 
p ~ + U•QY + V•l!Y + W•~ 8t 8x . 8y 8z = Fz - @ + 2... 11 2.fu! _ 2.(!t!! + §.Y. + 8w) 8x 8x 8x 3 8x 8y 8z 
+ 8 (8u + 8v) + {) (8w + 8u) 8y 11 8y 8x azTI ox 8z 
y-di ection: 
p 8v + u•Q.Y + v-~ + w·lb!. Ft ox oy {)z - F _ 8P + 8 11 2.QY _ 2.(8u + lb!. + 8w) - 11 ey ay ay :1 ax ay 7fi 
+ 8 (8v + 8w) + 8 (8u + 8v) az 11 Fz ay axTJ ay ax 
z-di ection: 
p Q;!!_ + U·Q;!!_ + y.aw + W•{)w = F z - Qf + 2-r, 2·Q;!!_ - 2.(Q.!! + Q.Y + Q;!!_) 
ot ox oy 8z 8z 8z 8z 3 ox 8y oz 
Rearranging yields; 
x-direction: 
PDu= F x- §.£ + 2.2...r,(Q.!! _ aw) + 2.2... 11(fu! _ QY) + ~r,(fu! + Q.Y) + 2._ 17(Q.!! + ow) Dt 8x 3 ox ax az 3 ax 8x oy {)y {)y 8x {)z {)z ax 
y-direction: 
pDv = F _ Qf + 2.2... 11(QY _ §J!) + 2_fl_ 11(~ _ 8w) + 8 11(§J! + Q.Y) + 2-r,(~ + ow) Dt Y ay 38y 8y ox 3{)y 8y oz Fx 8y ax 8z 8z 8y 
z-d irection: 
PDw = F z- ~ + 22-r,({)w _ Q.!!) + 2 8 11(Q;!i _ 8v) + 8 r,(Q;!!_ + @) + .Q. 11(8w + QY) Dt oz 38z 8z 8x 38z 8z 8y .. - 8x 8x 8z 8y 8y 8z 
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A2.5 Derivation of the Reynolds Equation 
Since the lubricant film thickness is relatively small and the velocity gradient in the 
y direction is relatively large, the velocity gradients in the x and z directions can be 
considered negligable. In addition, the pressure can be assumed not to vary in the y 
'direction. Therefore the equations of motion reduce to; 
1"'"'\\ 
\ 
x-direction: 
y-direction: 
z-direction: 
8P _ 2-(nqy) _ o 8y - 8y ., 8y - . 
8P _ 8 ( 8w) Fz - 8y '17Jy 
Integrating the equations of motion in the x and z directions, with respect to y, 
yields the velocity gradients, namely; 
x-direction: 
z-direction: 77 .8w = Qf .y + K 8z oz 2 
Since both the pressure and temperature can be considered constant in the y 
direction for steady state lubrication conditions, then both the viscosity and density of 
the lubricant can be considered independent of y (yet still dependent on x and z). 
Taking this into account, and integrating again with respect to y, yields the velocities in 
the x and z directions, namely; 
x-direction: 
z-direction: ( Y) Y · y(h - Y) 8P w = 1 - ii ·W1 + h·W2 - 277 ·az 
where the boundary conditions used for the integration were: 
at y = 0, 
at y = h, 
u = U1 and 
u = U2 and 
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The Reynolds equation is obtained by introducing these velc,cities into the continuity 
equation. One first integrates the steady state if!presentatic,n <>f the continuity equation 
with respect toy. Consec1uently the c<>ntinuity equation becorr1es; 
l 
\ 
j~ -fx(pu) dy + j~ -fr(pv) dy + j~ /z(pw) dy = 0. 
As a result of the lubricant film thickness being small, one can consider the 
dimensicJn of a fluid clcrn,-~nt as being th,~ height fJf the lu l>ricant filrn in the cclntact zone. 
Therefore it can l,e _assurr1c~d tha.t only cJefc>rmatic>n of a fluicJ elcrncnt takes place in the 
y direction, and C<Jnsequently, the velcJcity in the y directic">n (v) in the c<1ntact zone is 
equal to zerc>. 
Substitution <>f the velc,city components, and evaluation c,f the integrals yields; 
which is knc>wn as the lleynolds cc1uation for viscous, corr1r>ressible fluicJ flclw. 
f' 
,. 
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18. Appendix 3: Elastic Deformation and Treatment of Various Contact Geometries 
( 
Assume a machine component to have dimensions of a sphere or a cylinder in the 
contact region. The pressure (P) on a machine component causes elastic deformation 
which is given by [8]; 
(Al) 
where integration is over the entire area of contact (A) in which deflection occurs. 
A3.1 Definition of the Area of Contact 
\ ... __ ,,<ff 
The area of contact (A) caused by a hemispherical pressure distribution on a sphere 
or cylinder is given by; 
for a sphere: 
for a cylinder: 
C . 2 
A = 7r·a 
where a is the radius and l is the length of the area of contact. 
(A2) 
(A3) 
The area of contact (A) caused by an exponential pressure distribution on a sphere 
or cylinder is given by; 
for a sphere: 
for a cylinder: 
4 .• 
A = a·(Xa-Xm)·l 
A= l·(Xa-Xm) 
A3.2 Definition of the Volume Integral 
Depending on the geometry, the volume of the pressure distribution is given by; 
for a hemispherical pressure distribution: 
for a cylindrical pressure distribution: 
j VdV = 1r·J: [f(x) ]2 dx 
j V dV = l· j: [ f (x) ) dx 
(A4) 
(A5) 
(A6) 
(A7) 
For a hemispherical pressure distribution, the shape of the pressure curve is given 
f (x) = r dx = ~a2-x2 dx 
where r is the radius of the pressure curve. 
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For an exponential pressure distribution in the exit region, Xm to Xa, the shape of · 
the pressure distribution curve is given by; 
Xm-X ·ln(hpi) 
Xa-Xm hpo 
"'' f ( x) = hp · exp 
where hp is the height of the pressure curve. 
Since deformation of any material is linearly proportio9al to the applied pressure, for 
an exponential pressure distribution, the height of the pressure curve at the inlet (hpi) is 
dir~ctly proportional to the height of the pressure at the outlet (hpo) by the pressure 
ratio (Pm\Pa). Therefore; 
• since 
p . h . 
-=--m - pi • 
Pa - hpo ' 
[ Xm-X •ln(Pm)1l Xa-Xm Pa ~ 
f ( x) = hp· exp (A9) 
A3.3 Deformation of a Sphere 
J 
For a loaded sphere, equations Al, A2, A6 and AS can be combined to give an 
equation for elastic deformation (h), namely; 
- (1 - v2) !a P(a2-x2) 
h - E ·tr 2 • dx 
o tr·a 
At x = 0, the deformation and pressure are a maximum, which is at the center of 
the sphere. Therefore integration yields; 
h _ (1 - v 2 ) c - E ·a·Pmax 
Since by geometry, a= ~R2 - (R - hc) 2 ; 
2·R he = ---------
1+ E2 
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For a hemispherical pressure distribution, the maximum pressure is 1.5 times the 
average pres.su:[on the area of contact. 
In equat10111 form; Pmax = 2~- L 2 11". a 
Substitution yields; 
h~ 2·R - 1 - ~.L.(1 - v2) 
he - 2 1r E {AlO) 
which is the equation for determining (iteratively) the deformation at the center of a 
loaded sphere (he) having radius (R) under applied load (L). 
A3.4 Deformation of a Cylinder 
For a loaded cylinder, equations Al, A3, A7 and A8 can be combined to give an 
equation for elastic deformation (h ), namely; 
) 
At X 
yields; 
0, the deformation and pressure are a maximum. Therefore integration 
( 1 - v 2 ) 
he = E ·a·Pmax 
Since by geometry, a= ~R2 - {R - hc) 2 ; 
h C = ___ __;2;;...·...;;.R.;;.._ _ _ 
.... 
For a cylindrical pressure distribution the· maximum pressure is 1.5 times the 
average pressure over the area of contact. 
In equation form; Pmax = ~- 2.~.l 
51 - ~·. :.. 
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. ' 
Substitution yields; · 
(All) 
which is the equation for determi11ing the deformation at the center of a loaded cylinder 
(he) having length ( l) under applied load (L). 
A3.5 Spherical Geometry and the Exit Region 
;# 
For a circular shaped contact pattern in the exit region ( as is the case for a loaded 
sphere) with an exponential pressure distribution, equations Al, A4, A5 and A9 can be 
/ 
combi4ed to give an equation for elastic deformation in the exit region, namely; 
At X 
yields; 
Xm, the deformation and pressure are a maximum. Therefore integration 
At x = xa, integration yields; 
A3.6 Cylindrical Geometry and the Exit Region 
For a rectangular shaped contact pattern in the exit region ( as is the case for a 
loaded cylinder) with an exponential pressure distribution, equations Al, A5, A 7 and A9 
can be combined to give an equation for elastic defor'iiiation in the exit region, namely; 
, 2. _ Xm-X •ln Pm 
he - E Xm l·(Xa-Xm) 
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, At x = Xm, the deformation and pressure are a maximum. Therefore integration 
yields; 
At x = xa, integration yields; 
(1 - 11 2 ) 
hxa = E •hpo·Pxa 
Regardless of spherical or cylindrical geometry in the exit region, the elastic 
deforrnation calculaticJns yield the sa,me results at the boundary values, Xa and Xm, 
Taking the ratio of the dcforrnation ec1uations at hm and hx 0 yields; 
The pressure {Pxm) is taken as the, maximum pressure (Prn) in a dry llertzian 
contact. In reality the pressure peak is higher, hfJWever using· I->rn as the pressure 1>eak 
seerns rational since the higher portion c)f the f)ressure r>eak has such a srr1all width that 
its effect on <leforrnation can be considerecJ negligable. ObservaticJn <lf f:ll D lubrication 
experiments show there is no deformaticJn in the contact region due to this pressure 
peak. 
Since the height of the pressure curve at the inlet (h pi) is directly proportional to the 
height of the pressure at the outlet {hpo) by the pressure ratio (l'lrn\f>a); 
Therefore, a determination of the deformation height at the exit of the C<ln tact zone 
can be related to the rnaxim urn deforrr1ation height at the inlet to the exit region by the 
pressure ratic>. 1'his relationshir> will only be usecl f<Jr evaluating the cJeforrri.·1tion ,1t the 
exit of the contact zone for use in describing the <leforrr1ation profile by a quadratic 
curve. 
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A3. 7 Elastic Deformation in the Exit Region 
' 
For the elastic deformation in the exit region (he), one can write a quadratic 
equation that approximates the deflected shape ancl satisfies the boundary values. A 
quadratic equation for the deflected shape has the following forrn; 
The boundary conditions are; 
at x = Xm, 
at x = Xa, 
h = hm 
h = ha 
Solving for constants b and c yields an equation for elastic deforrnation in the exit 
• region; 
(A 13) 
'I'he location of n1 i ni rri um I u brican t film thickness ( hmin) is the location ( x) where he 
is a minimurr1. Differentiating equation (A14) and setting the result equal to zero yields; 
at x = xmin' 
Solving for xmin yields; 
{A14) 
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19. Appendix 4: Effect of Temperature in an Elastohydrodynamic Contact 
In the interest of longer machine component life, it is usually necessary to limit the 
amount of generated heat during operation. Excessive operating temperature can 
significantly reduce lubricant viscosity and enhance the chemical effects of the lubricant, 
both of which may cause early machine component failures. The lubricant temperature 
may be reduced slightly by cha,nging the lubricant from a high viscosity oil to a lower 
viscosity oil, which means that less heat will be generated in shearing of the oil. However 
changing to a lower viscosity lubricant may lead to surface contact. 
A4.1 Thermal Analysis in an Elastohydrodynamic Contact 
In an EHD contact, heat is generated by two mechanisms: shearing of the lubricant 
and non-isothermal compression of the lubricant. The elastohydrodynamic film thickness 
is affected by the temperture rise in the lubricant due to the shearing and compression. 
The principle mechanism of heat loss in the ElID contact is conduction. 
The elastohydrodynamic lubricant film thickness also depends on the lubricant 
temperature at the inlet to the contact zone. If the lubricant is not supplied directly to 
the contact zone, the inlet temperature must be based on either experimental 
observation and experience or a heat transfer analysis. 
A4.2 The Energy Equation · 
Although measurements of lubricant temperature can be used for calculating 
lubricant film thickness, this data is often not available. In order to determine the 
temperature distribution within the lubricant in the contact zone, the energy equation is 
often written. 
Experiments have revealed that for many rolling and sliding conditions, the energy 
equation need not be solved. In many cases lubricant film thickness can be accurately 
predicted when the temperature of the lubricant is taken as the surface temperature of 
the machine components. 
,,,. 
Although the energy equation in not solved here, it is presented and reduced with 
the same assumptions made p·reviously in the derivation of the Reynolds equation. A 
solution of the energy equation, if desired, will then be related to the determination of 
lubricant film thickness presented herein. 
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The energy equation is written as; 
_ p·cg_ = [~(k·{IT) + ~(k·8T) + 8 (k·8T)~ _ p.(Q.!! + ~ + 8w) _ <P dt 8x lJx 8y 8y 8z az j 8x 8y l)z 
On the left "'· e of the equality is the energy transport due to convection. On the 
right side of the uality is the energy transport due to conduction, and the heat 
generation due to a iabatic compression and viscous action, in that order. The heat 
generation due to viscous action ( </>) is a complicated expression, namely; 
<P = '1 (Q.!!)2+ (fu!)2+ (QY)2+(Q}:)2+ (8w)2+ (8w)2+ 2(e!!.QY +el!.~+ e::I..8w) 
oy 8z 8x 8z 8x 8y {)y 8x {)z 8x 8z 8y 
+ 1{Q.!!·(Q!! _ Q.Y) + QY.(QY _ 8w) + ow·(~ _ q_y)} 
3 ox 8x oy oy oy . 8z 8z {)z 8x 
For a steady state condition in which the flow is laminar in the contact zone, the 
convection terms can be eliminated. Due to the lubricant film thickness being small, the 
derivatives of the velocity components in the y direction are significant compared with 
derivatives in the x and z directions. Therefore, the energy equation can be reduced to; 
2-(k·8T) = p.(Q:f.) + '1 (8u) 2 + (8w) 2 ay oy ay 8y By 
This equation shows that th~\,!'ate of production of heat within the lubricant ( due to 
.\ 
viscous action and non-isotherrdal compression) is in equilibrium with the heat 
conduction to the machine components. 
A4.3 General Equation Defining Lubricant Density 
A general equation used for defining the density of a lubricant is given by (24]; 
where: 
p = Pa·(l - /3·.dT)·(l + 6·P) 
Pa = density at ambient pressure and temperature 
f3 = coefficient of thermal expansion of the lubricant 
.dT = rise in temperature from inlet conditions 
fJ = coefficient of compressibility of the lubricant 
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A4.4 Empirical Equation Defining Lubricant Viscosity 
The general relationship between lubricant viscosity an,d pressure, at a particular 
temperature, is an exponential relationship as determined by experiment. For the 
purposes of viscosity calculations, a useful viscosity relationship for mineral oils (both 
paraffins and naphthenes) is given by (14]; 
where; • 
,. 
o(P)--y(T-T a) 
TJ = T/a • exp .. . 
a = pressure viscosity coefficient 
T/a = viscosity at ambient pressure and temperature 
Ta = ambient temperature of the lubricant 
1 7738°C 
'Y = 6-2·ln n 
•
1 100°C 
The majority of industrial lubricants are the naturally occuring mineral based oils 
(paraffins and naphthenes) and synthetic oils. rfhe pressure viscosity coefficient (a) is 
read from Figure A4.1 for both paraffinic and naphthenic mineral oils. For synthetic oils, 
the pressure viscosity coefficient must be determined from lubricant suppliers. 
3.0 
1.5 
.5 
'f/a ( lb-sec/in 2 ) 
Figure A4.1: Ambient Viscosity vs. Pressure Viscosity Coefficient for Mineral Oils 
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A4.5 Non-Newtonian Behavior of a Lubricant 
' A Newtonian fluid has a linear relationship between applied shear stress and the 
lubricant shear strain rate; the slope of which is known as the. lubricant viscosity. The 
generation of high shear stress is caused by sliding between one of the machine 
components and the lubricant. Under such conditions the inclusion of non-Newtonian 
effects in a lubrication analysis results in a slight reduction in predicted film thickness 
for the same operating conditions. 
Under extremely high pressures and shear rates all mineral and synthetic oils cease 
to behave as Newtonian fluids, whereas polymer and silicone solutions are examples of 
strictly Non-Newtonian fluids. 
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